


PERFORMANCE
Since 2008, Benjamin Efrati has 
been developing performances 
integrating projected photographs, 
micro-edition, live music, video, 
interactive processes and dance.

Articulated around the speech,
these different practices are
often grouped under the term 
«conference performance»
or «performance conference».

Merjom Climacus, 
Théâtre de l’Usine, 
Geneva, 2008

From poetic economy to significatogenesis, Monnaie de Paris, 2012

Statistical Experience, Fiac, Paris, 2015

The conference of objects, Institut Français, Tokyo, 2013

Mat vs. Atari, FRAC Normandie Rouen, 2018



Xenoxenism Bus Tours, 
Galleria Continua, Paris, 2016

La carotte et le bâton, Palais des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 2014 Interconférences, Salon de Montrouge, 2014



MULTIMÉDIA
Benjamin Efrati works from a wide variety of 
techniques, ranging from animated image
to electronics, via computer science.

How to make a Gugusophone? Radio work, France Culture, 2016

Gugus 4, multimedia installation, with Miracle, Jeune 
Création, Paris, 2014

Gugus Claclé, HD, stop motion, 12 mi-
nutes, avec Miracle, 2013

The Bible of Xenoxenism, 2D animation and interactive installation, 
HD, 10 minutes, Nuit Blanche, Paris, 2017

left: Xeno-Fragmenter, installation
interactive allowing the viewer to become 
Neanderthal,
The Bible of Xenoxenism, Nuit Blanche, 
Paris, 2017



GNOZO
Since 2012, Benjamin Efrati has been developing a series of 
works that share the name GNOZO: a portmanteau word made 
up from «Gnostic» philosophy and «Gonzo» journalism.

What gnosis and Gonzo have in common is the integration of 
opposites into a living reflection. On the one hand, a science of 
the interpretation of phenomena that we could relate to her-
meneutics, whose function is to filter reality, and on the other 
the formulation of a hermetic thought, open to multiple inter-
pretations while preserving modes, codes and habits that stifle 
reflection.

Through the exercise of a living thought, intendedly reduc-
tionist, the primary objective of this deconstruction reality is 
to open up the experiment by proposing new interpretations 
to account for the state of alienation in which an individual is 
naturally found in a given society, when faced with the norms of 
the given society, and even more so in the current world.

This expansion of the perspectives of thought and life could not 
take place without putting aside gregarious behavior and com-
mon sense. Thus, from the same liberating impulse of exter-
nalization, of putting into perspective and of critical reflection, 
appear a set of cryptic signs, which synthesize the path of the 
mind while moving them away from common sense.

Gnozo is thus a speech of critical thought, aided by simple, po-
pular, sometimes simplistic tools. We then witness a reappro-
priation of the attributes of the mainstream, and their eventual 
deconstruction in due form. Confiscating the power tools of po-
pulism to make their digestion possible leads to the production 
of critical antibodies, as well as to the construction of defense 
structures against creeping social anesthesia.

Logo for the Gnozo Show, 2018

The Gnozo Show, episode 2, June 2019

The Gnozo Show, episode 1, May 2019

The Gnozo Show, episode 2, June 2019The Gnozo Show, episode 1, May 2019



GNOZO : FOSSIL SONGS
The universe of GNOZO extends through several forms of speach. The distance 
between the written word and the spoken word is distorted by a unique use 
of time : it is through the dissection and spacing of the blocks of meaning that 
GNOZO’s characteristic tone of speech is constructed. In writing, it is a matter of 
emphasizing the critical immersion, or rather the navigation between the different 
layers of thought that overlap.
Orally, it is the omnipresence of phatic speech that prevails, evoking the current 
language called «post-internet»: hashtags, snappy sentences, unfounded affirma-
tions, unreasonable ramblings and other markers of our era.

It was quite natural that this practice of orality, which draws on the Theater of the 
Absurd and Dadaism, would be declined  in an even more synthetic way. GNOZO 
is also a particular musical sensibility, which oscillates between retro-futurism 
and orientalism, between excessive technology and inexpensive mysticism. 
The music of GNOZO has become the theater of operations of a vast project 
consisiting in writing songs with lyrics that decline their polysemy in the style of
a theme park visit. GNOZO’s first album, FOSSIL SONGS (in production), is a 
critical Mass, a call to complexity and an ode to cataclysm, which gives the liste-
ner the role of an accomplice in the only crime which is worth anything : that of 
thinking for oneself of forgotten and repressed aspects of human experience, 
drawing in the pleasure of destroying norms as much as in the enjoyment of 
rising above the shackles of thought, ancient, contemporary or speculative.

Images taken from the first public performance 
of GNOZO: FOSSIL SONGS at the Maison Popu-

laire, Montreuil, March 29, 2019

Top: The Dodecadanse
Left: Logo Gnozo, by Balazs Turai

Bottom: Conscience Metatransfert



Images from The Gnozo Show, episode 1: 
On Irony, 12 minutes, HD video, posted on 

May 24 on Youtube as part of a performance 
The Gnozo Show at La Tendresse, 

Montpellier.



Images from The Gnozo Show episode 2: The Baroque and the Digital, 9 minutes, HD video, 
posted on June 28, 2019 on Youtube.



THE GNOZO SHOW : PERFORMANCE
The GNOZO project was born in 2012 in a video made in Japan : Active Smo-
ker. Against the commonly held idea that cigarettes are harmful to health, a 
character wearing a plush hat depicting a rabbit argues in favor of smoking. 
«Tobacco is freedom! Free the tobacco!» , He exclaims suspended at arm’s 
length over a river, between two typically dramatic images of the Japanese 
countryside.

This character is called GNOZO. At first, he spoke only Japanese, in a set of 
videos developed between 2012 and 2016. During a performance-conference 
at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 2014 entitled The Carrot and the Stick, 
he takes his first steps on stage and explains to the students of this prestigious 
school that they are the spiritual descendants of the most reactionary artists 
that France has known, illustrating by various examples the characteristic 
delay that distinguishes the Beaux-Arts milieu from the innovations of the 
Avant-Gardes.

In 2015, GNOZO is initiated to journalism: DROGUISTES, the online media ima-
gined by Éric Loret, will be his first platform of official publication. 
Writing at a weekly rate art chronicles as well as feature articles in the form of 
«gnozotic» surveys, he made his writing debut, finding the tone that 
characterizes him, between philosophical cynicism and analytical rationalism.

It was not until June 2018 that GNOZO launched his satirical infotainment pro-
gram: The Gnozo Show. The very first «Gnozo Show» is staged At La Panacée 
(Montpellier), as part of the Talk Show Festival curated by Nicolas Bourriaud. 
This is a public shoot of a one-hour live show full of impossible commercials 
and forbidden philosophical discussions about emotional intelligence, neu-
ro-linguistic programming and mathematical infinity.

The Gnozo Show has continued since May 2019 as a monthly web series.

The Carrot and the Stick, Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, Paris, 18 juin 2014

Active Smoker, HD, 1 minute, 2012 Active Smoker, HD, 1 minute, 2012

Blind Researcher, HD , 
3 minutes, Salon de Montrouge, 2014

Blind Researcher, HD, 
3 minutes, Salon de Montrouge, 2014

Japonicus Neandertalensis, vidéo HD, 
2 minutes, Droguistes, 2016



Japonicus Neanderthalensis, article published on October 26, 2016 on the online media 
Droguistes, integrating the eponymous video



Westworld, Forbidden Planet -  in The jump, break and continuity between western 
and cyborg mythologies, article published on Droguistes January 12, 2017



PUBLICATIONS
Since 2009, Benjamin Efrati has published a multitude of books mostly 
illustrated. These works have circulated in the world of contemporary art 
and the circles of micro-publishing, as well as and on the web.


